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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATING THE FREE AMINO ACID CONTRIBUTION TO DISSOLVED

ORGANIC NITROGEN IN THE LAMPREY RIVER WATERSHED, NH

by
Austin Stonebraker
University of New Hampshire, December 2008

Dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) is an important bioavailable source of
nitrogen in terrestrial and aquatic systems. However, few studies quantify DON
constituents such as dissolved free amino acids (DFAA) and investigate their
concentrations along a hydrologic flowpath. Dissolved free amino acids and
other water chemistry parameters were measured at different sites along the
Lamprey River from September, 2006 to September 2007. The same analyses
were performed on wet precipitation and throughfall samples within the Lamprey
River watershed to represent a flowpath from atmosphere to surface waters to
better understand nitrogen cycling within the watershed and speculate on
possible influences. Ions and nutrients, as well as amino acid concentrations,
increased from wet precipitation to throughfall and decreased in stream water.
The amino acid contribution to DON increased slightly from wet precipitation to
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stream water. High concentrations of amino acids asscociated with microbes
were present in throughfall and stream samples. A principal components
analysis showed that amino acids, especially those of peptidoglycans, explained
more within group variance, in throughfall and stream water. Discriminant
analysis showed that specific amino acids differed significantly and were used to
discriminate between water types. Amino acid concentrations correlated well
with dissolved inorganic nitrogen in wet precipitation and throughfall. Amino
acids were better correlated with NH 4 + than all other solutes in stream water.
Amino acids did not appear to correlate with a runoff index in stream sub-basins.
The percent of wetlands within sub-basins was significantly correlated with amino
acid concentrations. More DON in streams existed in aromatic forms than in
rainfall or throughfall, which suggests that soils are a major source of complex
organic molecules found in streams and a major sink for dissolved free amino
acids.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen inputs: Human impacts
Nitrogen is a key element in the natural processes and functioning of
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Typically most unmanaged ecosystems and
even some agricultural and forestry operations are limited by nitrogen availability
(Vitousek, 1997). However, anthopogenic activities such as fossil fuel
combustion, cultivation of N2-fixing legumes, and the invention of the HaberBosch process have dramatically increased the availability and mobility of
nitrogen (N), which in turn has significantly altered the local, regional, and global
cycling of N (Vitousek et al. 1997, Galloway and Cowling, 2002). For example,
human activities have more than doubled the rate of N input into the terrestrial N
cycle, and the increase in reactive N (Nr) from fossil fuel combustion has
influenced the acidification of precipitation and soils (Vitousek et al. 1997,
Galloway and Cowling, 2002). The increased inputs of nitrogen have also
stimulated increases in nitrogen export in temperate ecosystems by as much as
5-15 times compared to pre-industrial times (Howarth et al. 1996).
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Excessive anthropogenically derived Nr can circulate and accumulate
along biogeochemical pathways. The effects of individual Nr atoms can occur in
the atomosphere and continue to have deleterious effects to downstream
systems along a hydrologic flowpath as part of the nitrogen cascade (Galloway et
al. 2003). In terrestrial systems it can cause losses of important soil cations such
as calcium and potassium, which are beneficial to long-term soil fertility; it can
also cause acidification of soils and increased leaching of bioavailable N in
groundwater and runoff into aquatic systems (Peterson et al. 2001). In aquatic
systems, excessive N causes acidification, eutrophication, and species diversity
losses (Galloway et al. 2003, Vitousek et al. 1997, Tillman 1987). Streams can
export excess nitrogen from saturated terrestrial systems to rivers, lakes, and
coastal waters; thus, it is important to better understand internal stream cycling
as it relates to N loading of downstream waterbodies, especially in areas that are
commonly N limited (Peterson et al. 2001).
Although considerable research has investigated the role of
anthropogenically derived dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN), there is less known
about the effects of anthropogenic DIN on dissolved organic nitrogen (DON)
concentrations in surface waters. DON can represent approximately 65% of
dissolved nitrogen in effluents leached from conventional waste treatment plants
and as much as 80% of the dissolved nitrogen in systems where there is
substantial nitrification-denitrification taking place (Pehlivanoglu-Mantas, 2006).
Additionally, Weigner and Seitzinger (2004) determined that larger amounts of
DON are bioavailable in run-off from human-dominated catchments, which can
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promote excessive productivity in surface waters. Nitrate and ammonium are
well known stimulators of primary production, but less is known about the
bioavailability of DON and its role in stimulating productivity in freshwater
systems.
DON is commonly the most prominent source of N being exported from
most undisturbed terrestrial systems (Pellerin et al. 2004; Perakis and Hedin,
2002). Most watershed protection plans consider only TDN as the effective N
parameter from which to base remediation and do not consider the possibility
that DON and DIN may play disproportionate roles in their potential to cause
cultural eutrophication. In instances of high water discharge it is common for
inorganic salts/compounds to become diluted however, DOM fluxes are
commonly elevated and therefore bioavailability of DON can increase. Adverse
effects of increased DON and DOC flux from terrestrial systems are: 1) declines
in transparency; 2) alterations of aquatic biodiversity; 3) movement of heavy
metals; 4) chlorinated hydrocarbons, and additional nutrients leaching to streams
and lakes (Stepanauskas et al. 2000).
DON can be fractionated into constituents of different molecular weights
and lability. Heavier, more recalcitrant species include humic acids while lighter
and readily bioavailable constituents include free amino acids. Amino acids,
either free or bound to other complex molecules, such as humics, represent a
significant source of nitrogen into most ecosystems and comprise a key nitrogen
pool and play an especially important role in the soil nitrogen cycle (Jones et al.
2002 and 2005). Amino acids and other monomers typically represent the
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smallest N contribution of DOM in surface waters but are the most rapidly
consumed and internally cycled in stream sediments and water column because
they are so labile (Brookshire et al 2005). Furthermore, because of their
bioavailability, amino acids and monomers play a disproportionate role in N
transformation and metabolism within streams and other ecosystems (Brookshire
et al. 2005). Many studies have demonstrated that dissolved free amino acids
(DFAA) along with ammonium are the primary N sources for bacteria in aquatic
systems (Rosenstock and Simon, 2001). It is necessary to better understand the
role of DON and the more labile constituents (amino acids) in aquatic
ecosystems because of their high bioavailability and potential for export.

Overview and project description
Dissolved organic nitrogen and its constituents have received less
attention than inorganic forms of nitrogen (Weintraub, 2005, Yu et al. 2002,
Linares, 2006). Until recently, DON has been quantified mostly as bulk DON (Yu
et al. 2002). This means that individual components such as amino acids (free
and combined) and proteins have been overlooked in bulk analysis while DIN
and total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) are commonly analyzed. Recent research
has begun to delve into the fractionation of bulk DON in solutions by high
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and other forms of fluorescent
spectroscopy. Identification and quantification of DON constituents may serve to
elucidate uncertainties regarding aspects of nitrogen cycling in terrestrial and
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aquatic ecosystems such as sources and sinks through observation of
fractionation of soluble components.
This project investigates the amino acid contribution to DON and
describes the composition and relative concentrations of individual free amino
acids along a hydrologic flowpath, from precipitation to surface waters (also
referred to as a watershed scale), in the Lamprey River basin in southeastern
New Hampshire. It also aims to identify whether there are changes in amino acid
composition and relationships with other dissolved solutes within a developing
watershed.

Objectives
This project investigated how the amino acid contribution to DON changed
throughout the length of the Lamprey River, a coastal river in New Hampshire.
The project further investigated changes in the ratios of amino acids to total
dissolved C and dissolved N at a watershed scale. The project also aimed to
study amino acid compositions and relative concentrations of different water
types to better understand nitrogen cycling and the role of amino acids and their
movement through terrestrial and aquatic systems.
The project addressed the following questions: does the composition of
amino acids vary along the flowpath from precipitation to throughfall to stream
water? Do amino acids vary from headwaters to the mouth of the Lamprey
River, or with degree of human development in smaller sub-basins? Are there
site-specific differences in amino acid contribution to N and C in DON and DOC
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pools as well as composition within different water types? Does each water type
have a unique amino acid composition that might serve as a "fingerprint" ?
The research objectives are as follows:
1. Indentify differences in amino acid concentrations among water types
2. To quantify the contribution of amino acids to DON and DOC pools along
the Lamprey River as well as in throughfall and precipitation within the
Lamprey River watershed.
3. Investigate the spatial and temporal patterns of amino acid composition
and concentration among water types and along a flowpath in a
developing watershed.
Hypotheses
I hypothesized that the contribution of amino acids to total DON would
vary along the length of the Lamprey River and along a flowpath from
atmosphere to stream water. I expected throughfall would show the highest
concentration of amino acids and DON, followed by river and stream water, then
precipitation. Specifically, I expected that there would be a higher amino
acid:DON ratio in the headwaters of the river because of the influence of
wetlands and larger percentage of forest cover at the headwaters of the
Lamprey. However, I also expected that anthropogenic sources of nitrogen (as
described by percent development and/or agriculture) would result in amino acid
and DON concentrations that would be higher than those found at sites in less
disturbed areas near the headwaters. I hypothesized that late summer, autumn
months, and clear water stages would have higher amino acid concentrations
when there is biodegradation and decomposition of vegetation at the end of the
growing season. Lastly, I hypothesized that the amino acids aspartic acid,
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serine, glycine, alanine, and tyrosine would have the higher concentrations in
throughfall and stream water than in precipitation, since they are common
constituents of peptidoglycans in microbial cell walls.
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DON in the atmosphere
Dissolved organic nitrogen is believed to play a significant role in the
troposphere because it is a large constituent of aerosols and a substantial
component of wet and dry deposition (Peierls and Paerl, 1997; Zhang and
Anastasio, 2001). Organic nitrogen also exists in the atmosphere as dry particles
which range from high molecular weight (HMW) compounds that are incredibly
complex to those of low molecular weight and structural simplicity such as amino
acids. N species in the troposphere include amino acids, alkyl amines, amides,
urea, organic nitrates, and likely HMW compounds such as proteins and humic
and fulvic matter (Anastasio et al. 2000). Aromatic ON compounds are functional
groups associated with humic and fulvic acids that commonly enter the
atmosphere via wind-blown dust. Some sources of organic nitrogen to the
atmosphere include aerosol amine-N, free amino acids and urea volatilized from
fertilized croplands and marine envirorments, plus biomass burning and pollen
(Aitkenhead-Peterson 2003). Amino acids are the most extensively studied
atmospheric ON species and are often found in precipitation and aerosols
(Anastasio et al. 2000). Boyer and others (2002) report that DON consistently
comprises nearly 30% of total atmospheric N deposition.
Once airborne, there are numerous fates for organic nitrogen. The fate of
atmospheric organic N is influenced by the time spent in the atmosphere as well
as its bioavailability. Another fate for organic nitrogen is that it can be oxidized to
ammonium or it may be heterogeneously transformed in the troposphere to
nitrate (Anastasio et al. 2000). Additionally, organic species can combine with
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water molecules and become dissolved. Dissolved organic nitrogen (DON)
species are then subject to direct transformation through photolysis, where
absorption of light alters chemical structure, and indirectly through photochemical
oxidation with hydroxyl radicals (Anastasio etal. 2000). Following the release of
ammonia during photochemical oxidation, DON is more bioavailable (Seitzinger
and Sanders, 1997). DON in precipitation is either still relatively complex or
simple in chemical structure after chemical changes in the atmosphere. DON
can then be deposited directly into surface water systems or onto leaf surfaces
where it undergoes additional alteration.

Throuahfall: DON
In temperate areas, precipitation is typically enriched with DOC and DON
as it passes through the canopy (Reiners and Olsen 1984). Carbon and nitrogen
in forms of dry deposition as pollen and dust, and insect and leaf exudates are
washed from vegetative surfaces thereby increasing the concentrations of DOC
and DON to levels significantly higher than those found in precipitation. DON
concentrations and ratios of DOC:DON are greater in throughfall than
precipitation, and greater in deciduous than in coniferous canopies (AitkenheadPeterson and McDowell, 2003). Dry deposition of organic nitrogen can then
become dissolved and mobilized from leaf surfaces during precipitation events.
Because of the biotic activity and metabolism the concentrations of DON leaving
the canopy as throughfall and entering the soil horizons are typically much higher
than those in precipitation alone (Aitkenhead-Peterson, McDowell, and Neff
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2003, Neff et al. 2003). The low molecular weight (LMW) DON compounds can
be directly utilized (immobilized) by microbes on the leaf surface and by the leaf
cells themselves. During direct utilization of DON in the canopy, there is also
plenty of production as well when microbial and leaf cell metabolism generates
additional DON as enzymes and exudates that add to the DON pool, which later
enters the soil environment.

Therefore, DON concentrations change as organic

N forms are produced and consumed while other, more recalcitrant, organic
forms are generated and leached from canopy to soil solution (Neff et al. 2003)

Soil water: DON
DON in throughfall enters the soil profile through the organic horizon.
High microbial activity, especially in temperate systems, greatly influences the
structure and concentrations of DON in upper soil horizons. In soils, DON is
produced by proteases secreted by microbes (bacteria and fungi). The
combination of fresh plant litter with cells of dead microbes and bacteria can
potentially increase DFAA in the soil solution because of the availability of protein
substrates for proteases. DON that is mineralized in the organic soil horizons to
ammonium and nitrate is then available for plants and microbes. Plant demand,
direct utilization of organic nitrogen, and abiotic factors such as mineral sorption
strongly affect organic nitrogen flux. During mineralization, DON is also
produced in the soil horizons through microbial enzyme production and root
exudation. Microbial turnover adds to available DON concentrations that
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commonly increase in the organic horizons, but will later decrease with soil depth
(Kaiser etal. 2004).
The structure of the enzymes and their decomposition chemistry
generates complex organic humic material and acids. These acids can act as
chelating agents for cations, which provide a positive surface charge for clay
mineral layers that can bind the polar humic and combined organic material
(Sparks, 2003). Organic matter percolates through the forest floor and organic
horizons to the mineral soils where much of this organic material is sorbed to
mineral grains (Currie et al. 1999). These organics are commonly larger humic
substances that are less labile than the forest floor litter and the smaller organic
fractions, and are therefore able to move downward to the mineral horizon.
Humic substances are derived from plant material, typically low in N, and less
bioavailable than non-humic substances, which commonly originate from
microbial activity, contain more N, and are more labile (Kaushal and Lewis,
2003).
Sorption of DON to mineral soils and nitrification (more common in
coniferous soils) strongly influences DON concentrations through the lower soil
profile and ultimately for export to surface water systems (Kaiser et al. 2004).
The ability for DON to leach from soils is inherently tied into its own molecular
structure as that affects soil sorption. Selective sorption has been observed by
Kaiser and others (2004), and means that DON leached from the forest floor has
a different composition than that in sub-soils where large complex DON has
chelated components that sorb more strongly to the lower mineral horizons.
*
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Sorption to mineral surfaces controls the decrease of DON and dissolved organic
matter (DOM) with soil depth. The fate of DOM can be summarized as rapid
adsorption followed by slow biological mineralization (Quails and Haines, 1992).
Interestingly, DOM decreases with soil depth; however, the nitrogen content of
DOM increases with depth, which would explain the potentially high
biodegradability of DOM leached from the soil (Kaiser et al. 2004).
DON in soils should be considered as two functionally different pools of
organic nitrogen: one pool consists of the highly labile and bioavailable material
while the other is comprised of the more biologically recalcitrant material (Neff et
al. 2003). The labile pool largely consists of soluble amino acids and has a
similar fate as N0 3 " and NH4+, while the recalcitrant forms of DON behave in a
manner similar to bulk organic matter in soil (Neff et al. 2003). The more labile
constituents of DON remain dissolved and are more likely to bypass mineral soil
sorption and represent a major form of N that is exported from forested
watersheds. The hydrophobic portion of DON (amino groups binding with humic
substances and protein-tannin complexes) sorbs more strongly to mineral soil,
which can enhance the mobility of the hydrophilic (hydrolyzable) and more labile
fraction of DON in the soil solution (Yu et al. 2002). The hydrophobic fractions
are typically recalcitrant and complex and therefore tend to stay within the soil
system bound to mineral soils and are therefore less bioavailable (Rosenstock
and Simon, 2001, Yu et al. 2002, and Quails and Haines 1991). The two pools of
labile and recalcitrant compounds play significant but very different roles in
terrestrial N cycling. The difference in bioavailabilty and their capacity for
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adsorption to mineral surfaces greatly influence the concentration and quality of
DON and its constituents that are leached from soils to groundwater and surface
water systems.

Surface waters: DON
DON leaching into aquatic systems is able to influence the microbial
processes found within these systems. Research suggests that between 2 70% of DON in surface waters is bioavailable (Pehlivangolu-Mantas, 2006).
Many species of aquatic microorganisms are capable of direct uptake of the
more labile portions of DON such as amino acids and rely on them during
periods of low DIN availability (immobilization). Dissolved free amino acids
(DFAA) represent a significant source of carbon and nitrogen to aquatic
microorganisms that utilize them preferentially over larger, protein-bound organic
nitrogen (Bengtsson, 1988). Direct utilization typically depends on conditions
permitting biological activity, which implies a seasonal aspect. Furthermore,
because of their bioavailability, amino acids and monomers play a
disproportionate role in N transformation and metabolism within streams and
other aquatic ecosystems (Brookshire et al. 2005). DFAA within the aquatic
system originate from the autolysis of senescent algae, photosynthate, and
zooplankton activities due to sloppy feeding, egestion, and excetions
(Rosenstock and Simon, 2001). Many studies have demonstrated that DFAA's
along with ammonium are the primary N sources for bacteria in aquatic
ecosystems, typically lake ecosystems and ocean pelagic (Rosenstock and
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Simon, 2001). An additional source of DFAA comes from complex DON
constituents biodegraded by microorganisms and acted upon by enzymes during
nitrogen mineralization. As with the atmosphere, the different fractions of DON
can be photolyzed in the water column to varying degrees depending upon their
structure. Photo-degradation of DON can supply more bioavailable forms of N to
the microbial community such as amino acids and amines (Pehlivongolu-Mantas,
2006).
The large contribution of DON to the total N pool found in forested streams
is largely due to the export of more recalcitrant humic and fulvic acids from
terrestrial systems. These larger DON forms can remain in stream flowpaths for
long periods because they are less bioavailable than the other LMW organic
fractions of DON. They represent losses of terrestrial N and are transported
downstream into estuaries and marine ecosystems. Terrestrial N losses serve to
support significant heterotrophic activity within these downstream systems
(Aufdenkampe et al. 2001). Retention of N in stream ecosystems is typically
described as a balance between biotic utilization and hydrologic transport. Small
streams therefore represent a final opportunity for biotic regulation of N before
transport to downstream ecosystems (Brookshire et al. 2005).
Ultimately, internally produced (more labile) DON contributes to fast
turnover and represents a compartment of stream N cycling that is important to
the N economy of forested streams and downstream surface waters (Brookshire
et al. 2005). Riverine input of DON can play a major role in regulating the
productivity and eutrophication of coastal waters (Stepanauskas et al. 2000). In
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general, the delivery of terrestrial organic material to surface waters can be put in
the context of a balance between production and loss from the soil solution; the
most labile fractions of DON are consumed by microorganisms in the soil while
the more hydrophobic portions are sorbed to mineral soils, which would leave a
balance of organic material that is actually leached to stream water (AitkenheadPeterson 2000).
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS

Study sites
Site Description
The Lamprey River watershed is approximately 479 km2 and exists within
the borders of 12 townships. The watershed is undergoing suburbanization and
is being studied via the Lamprey River Hydrologic Observatory (LRHO) project
through the Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) at the University of New
Hampshire. There is a projected increase in population of 53% from the year
1998 to the year 2020 within the watershed. Population density in 2000 was
approximately 53 people km"2. The New Hampshire Land Cover assessment
(NHLC) estimates for land cover percentages for the Lamprey River watershed
are given in Table 1. Forest cover averages 68% and varies considerably
throughout the watershed (LRHO, University of New Hampshire). River water
samples were collected from 10 main stem sites that already serve as the
periodic collection sites for the WRRC at the University of New Hampshire
(Figure 1). Throughfall and precipitation were collected at Thompson Farm,
which is the UNH-run AIRMAP site (Figure 1). This site has wet/dry automated
deposition collectors.
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Table 1: Land cover percentages for the Lamprey River watershed (a). Percent land cover and
land use for individual Lamprey sites and their respective sub-basins (b). Note: Stream
Developed sites were determined using a value of 3.5% development or more. L5a was counted
as undeveloped and Newmarket was counted as developed.

(a)
Land cover
agriculture
cleared
forested
urban
water
wetland

percent of watershed
2.8
8.0
68.3
6.7
3.4
10.7

Additional watershed charateristics
53.4
people/km"2
slope m/km"1
15.8

Site
L1
L10
L3
L4
L5
L5a
L6
i-8
Lamprey
LeeHook
LittleRiver
Newmarket
NBranch

%
agriculture
11.05
1.20
2.90
2.50
2.10
1.00
2.30
3.00
3.00
2.90
0.80
3.30
1.50

%
developed
15.69
0.40
2.55
4.57
4.62
1.40
2.99
2.58
4.05
4.02
3.66
4.40
3.26

%
forest
53.89
87.12
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Figure 1: The Lamprey River watershed and sampling sites (shown as red dots). '

River sample collection
Water samples were collected from 10 main-stem sites on the Lamprey
River and at 5 additional sites within the watershed along tributaries to the main
stem. Collection occurred on the second Tuesday of each month from the
month of September 2006 to September 2007, coinciding with the monthly
sampling of the LRHO project done by the WRRC at the University of New
Hampshire. Additionally, two separate periods of approximately 7 consecutive
sampling weeks occurred between the dates of September 19th and October 24th
2006 and July 18th and September 11 th 2007.
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Samples were collected as surface grabs with a 60 cc syringe—drawing
up water from the river current along the shoreline. For each site amino acid
concentration was determined using HPLC (see below) and TDN, NPOC, NH4+,
NO3", and P0 4 " were determined using standard methods of WRRC at the
University of New Hampshire.
Prior to filtering the water sample an acid-washed 60 cc syringe was used
to draw up approximately 5 ml of river water and inverted and shaken to rinse the
inside of the syringe and dispelled; the syringe was field rinsed three times. The
Samples were filtered on site through ashed (500° C for 4 hours) Whatman 0.78
urn glass-fiber filter (GF/F) into acid-washed HDPE bottles that were rinsed three
times with filtered river water (approximately 5-10 ml) before the actual sample
was collected. The sample bottles were then kept in the dark in a cooler with ice
packs for transport back to the lab where they were frozen until analysis.

Throuahfall collection
Water samples from throughfall were collected at the Thompson Farm in
deciduous and coniferous forest settings. The deciduous stand canopy (N
43.11111, W 07094685) was predominantly red oak (Quercus rubra) while the
conifer stand (N 43.11187, W 070.95049) was only white pine (Pinus strobus).
Funnel and bucket collectors were made by using a 48 inch length of rebar,
which had a metal 10 inch long O-ring suitable for holding a 20 cm diameter
HDPE plastic funnel attached to it using a 2 way clamp (VWR Scientific part no.
21572-501 )was attached. The funnels were mounted on the rebar such that the
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mouth of the funnel was approximately 1 meter from the ground. Tips of 60 ml
syringes were modified to allow for easy flow through of throughfall.
Approximately 16 inches of autoclavable tubing (VWR Scientific part no. 63013062) was attached to the modified end of the syringe and then fitted to a 2 liter
HDPE bottle (Nalgene), used as the bucket for collection, with a PE quick
disconnect (Scienceware part no. 197310552). The syringe was mounted on the
rebar below the O-ring using large 2 prong swivel provided by VWR (part no.
21573- 606). A simple filter was installed within the syringe that consisted of a
piece of household scotchbrite pad (thoroughly acid washed) cut to the diameter
of the syringe and put against the outlet of the syringe. All plastic components
that came in contact with the sample were acid-washed before use.

[

Figure 2. Diagram of throughfall collector set-up (funnel and bucket trap).
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Three throughfall collectors were set up within 15 meters of one another
under the same canopy type for the two forest types (6 total collectors). Samples
from the three collectors under the same canopy types were bulked together to
make one sample for analysis of amino acids and water chemistry. A total of 12
sets of materials (with the exception of hardware parts such as the rebar and
metal mounting fixtures) were used so as to have a clean setup for each collector
between rain events.

Wet precipitation collection
Wet precipitation samples were collected at the Thompson Farm site. An
automated wet/dry deposition Aerochem Metrics 301 collector in place at the
farm was used for wet deposition collection only. The collector was stationed
there as part of a larger AIRMAP project that is trying to link wet precipitation
chemistry to airmass chemistry. Deposition was detected by a sensor which
exposed the collection bucket and then automatically covered the bucket after
the deposition event to prevent evaporation and excessive contamination from
outside factors such as bugs, bird droppings, pollen, and any windblown
particles. Precipitation was brought back to the lab where volume was recorded
and then filtered using previously described method for filtering water samples.
Filtered precipitation samples were then frozen until analysis.
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HPLC analysis of amino acids
Derivitization procedure for amino acids
Amino acids were quantified by high pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) using an o-pthaldialdehyde (OPA) pre-column derivitization technique
adapted from Alltech Associates Inc. which was included with the column.
Derivitization was done manually and then the sample vial was placed in the
autosampler. Prior to injection 160 ul of sample was added to 80 ul of OPA
working reagent (1:1 OPA and 30% Brij solution). 60 seconds later 200 ul of
potassium phosphate buffer was added. The injection volume used by the
autosampler was 200 ul. Samples were derivitized and run individually.

High pressure liquid chromatography
A Shimadzu LC system with SCL-10A system controller, LC-10AD pump,
FCV-10AL flow control valve, DGU-14A degasser, SIL-10AD autosampler with
cooled rack, and CTO-10AS oven were used along with a Waters 474 scanning
fluorescence detector. An optional 500 ul injection loop was used with the
autosampler. Detection wavelengths were set at 325 nm excitation and 465
emission. Bandwith was set at 18 and 40 nm. A 4.6 X 150 mm Adsorbosphere
OPA HR 5u column by Alltech (part no. 28072) was used. Column temperature
was kept at 40 °C with the Shimadzu oven component. Mobile phases were
modified from the column information sheet provided by Alltech. Mobile phases
were: A, 100% HPLC grade methanol (Fisher Scientific); B, 100% HPLC grade
Tetrahydrofuran (Fisher Scientifc part no. T425SK-1); C, 35 mm Sodium acetate
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buffer pH 5.7 and 4% Tetrahydrofuran. Derivitized amino acids were eluted
using the following gradient program with three eluents: 0-20 min, 5% B and 90%
C; 20.01-25 min, 2% B and 33% C, 25.01 min 5% B and 90% C at a flow rate of
1.5 ml min "1. Detection time using the Shimadzu CLASS-VP™ 7.2.1 software
was approximately 25.03 minutes. Injection volume per sample was 200 ul.

Amino acid analysis and concentration
Fifteen physiological L-amino acids were determined and quantified for the
purposes of this study: aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine, histidine, glycine,
threonine arginine, alanine, tyrosine, methionine, valine, phenylalanine,
isoluecine, leucine, and lysine (Table 1). Proline and cysteine, which were
present within the standard, were not able to be quantified in this study. Cysteine
quantification requires a hydrolysis step prior to derivitization to convert it to
cysteic acid and hydrolysis was not performed. Proline was not detected with
this method because its amine group is within the aromatic ring and not able to
effectively react with the OPA reagent and therefore there is no fluorescence.
The 15 aforementioned amino acids are shown in a chromatogram example of a
100 nM standard and elute in the order that they listed (Figure 2). The
chromatogram peaks are labeled with the retention times for the respective
amino acid.
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Figure 3: HPLC chromatogram of 100 and10 nM standards, (a) and (b) respectively, and Di
sample (c). Chromatograms are from same sequence such that baselines start from same place
on Y axis. Amino acids elute, from left to right, in the order of: aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine,
histidine, glycine, threonine, arginine, alanine, tyrosine, methionine, valine, phenylalanine,
isoleucine, leucine, lysine. Retention times are listed after the name of the corresponding amino
acid. Arrows represent unknowns or perturbations present at low concentrations (c).
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A standard curve was used to create regressions for each amino acid
present in the standard (Sigma AA-S-18, 2.5 umol/ml). Standards were diluted to
200, 100, 50, and 10 nm/L with distilled water ("Milli-Q water"; > 18.2 MQ-cm)
from a Millipore Milli-Q Plus system. The four standard concentrations were
injected after a preliminary injection of derivitized distilled water, beginning with
the 10 nM/L standard. A check standard of either the 10 or the 50 nM standards
was run after a consecutive run of 5 samples.
Chromatograms were generated with the Shimadzu CLASS-VP™ 7.2.1
software, and peak areas for determined amino acids were integrated and
delineated. Peaks that appeared that did not correspond to standard peaks were
considered unknown amines and were not delineated (Figure 2). The 10 nM and
Di chromatograms show the degree of baseline perturbation that appeared at
lower concentrations for all amino acids. Baseline perturbation showed up where
peaks did not start and end approximately at baseline. Delineated
chromatograms were downloaded to Microsoft Excel (2003) files where
regressions were generated from determined peak areas from the respective
standard concentrations. Sample amino acid concentrations were obtained by
applying the delineated peak areas to the respective regression equation of each
of the 15 individual detected amino acids. If the amino acid concentration was
lower than the MDL then the concentration was called: = 0.1 * MDL for the
particular amino acid concentration, which was multiplied by the %N (or %C) to
estimate the concentration of N (or C) in micrograms. Unknown peaks that
appeared in sample chromatograms that were not present in standard injections
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were likely primary amines and were not delineated. A minimum detection limit
(MDL) was determined for each amino acid analyzed within the parameters and
functions of the HPLC procedure used. MDL's were determined by first injecting
the 4 standard concentrations that were used for each injection period and then
injecting 7 replicates of the 10 nM standard. The standard deviation of the 7
injections was then multiplied by 3.14 to determine the MDL for each amino acid.

Table 2: Amino acids detected and analyzed with corresponding % N and C (calculated using the
MW of each amino acid), associated charge and minimum detection limits (MDL).

amino acids analyzed
aspartic acid
glutamic acid
serine
histidine
glycine
threonine
arginine
alanine
tyrosine
methionine
valine
phenylalanine
isoleucine
leucine
lysine

ASP
GLU
SER
HIS
GLY
THR
ARG
ALA
TYR
MET
VAL
PHE
ISO
LEU
LYS

%N

%C

10.5
9.5
13.3
27.1
18.7
11.8
32.2
15.7
7.7
9.4
12.0
8.5
10.7
10.7
21.4

36.1
40.8
34.3
46.4
32.0
40.3
41.3
40.4
59.6
40.2
51.2
65.4
54.9
54.9
49.3

charge class MDL (nM)
Acidic
Acidic
Neutral
Basic
Neutral
Neutral
Basic
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Basic

12
4
89
20
85
9
33
6
6
3
8
2
7
29
5

Water Chemistry
Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN)
Nitrate and ammonium concentrations were quantified using a Westco
Scientific Smartchem Autoanalyzer using the Automated Cu-Cd reduction
method (EPA 353.2) and colorimetric Automated Phenate method (EPA 350.1),
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respectively. Minimum detection limits for nitrate and ammonium were 0.005 mg
N/L and 5.0 ug N/L, respectively.

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and Total dissolved nitrogen (TDNO
DOC and TDN were quantified by high temperature catalytic oxidation
(HTCO) with chemiluminescent N detection using EPA method 415.1 on a
Shimadzu TOC-5000 with ASI-5000 autosampler (DOC). Minimum detection
limits of carbon and total nitrogen were 0.05 mg C/L and 0.09 mg N/L,
respectively.

Cations and Anions
Cations and anions were quantified via ion chromatography on a Dionex
Ion Chromatograph/HPLC System with autosampler (x2) (Anions & Cations).
Cation chromatography included conductivity but was suppressed for anion
chromatography (EPA method 300.1). Cations measured were Mg, Ca, K, and
Na. Specific anions measured were CI", N03", and S0 4 ". Minimum detection
limits for cations ranged from 0.05 - 0.1 mg/L and 0.002 - 0.04 mg/L for anions.

SUVA analysis
Samples were analyzed for dissolved aromatic carbon content using
specific UV-absorbance spectrophotometry at 254 nM wavelength using a
method derived from Wieshaar and others (2003). A quartz cuvette with a 1 cm
flowpath was used in a spectrophotometer set at 254 nM wavelength. Samples
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were poured directly into the cuvette (approximately 800 ul) and run individually.
The specific absorbance values were divided by the DOC concentration (mg C/
m"1) to give a value of percent aromaticity to be used in water sample
comparisons.

Runoff index
A Runoff index was determined to compare amino acid concentrations
with stream flow for stream site sub-basins by using a USGS river gauge at the
Lamprey site. The index was made by converting the flow to L/sec/hectare of the
representative sub-basins using the area (km2) value from Table 1b. Daily gauge
measurements were applied to corresponding sampling dates.

Statistical software
JMP® 7.0, a product of SAS statistical software, was used for generating
bivariate regression correlations among water chemistry variables and amino
acid concentration data. Additionally, the program was used for Principal
components analysis (PCA), which included using Spearman's Rho for
significance and the Varimax factor rotation for grouping individual amino acids
into groups representing latent variables based on within group correlation
values. Discriminant Analysis was done using SPSS to determine amino acids
that are truly significantly different between water types based on concentration
values.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Water Chemistry bv Water Type
Water chemistry varied between water types (surface, throughfall, and wet
precipitation) along a hydrologic flowpath. All water chemistry values typically
increased from atmospheric to throughfall samples but then decreased to the
lowest values in stream samples, with the exception of DON, which showed a
higher mean value in stream water than precipitation (Figure 4a). Samples of
coniferous and deciduous throughfall had the highest mean concentrations of
TDN and DON with 1.2 (± .19) and 1.01 (± .18) mg N/L and 0.83 (± .04) and 0.40
(± .05) mg N/L, respectively. All stream water solute concentrations were lower
than the other water types except for phosphate and DON values, which were
higher than precipitation. Deciduous throughfall had the highest mean
concentrations for N0 3 " and NH4+ with 0.37 (± .05) and 0.30 (± .06) mg N/L,
respectively. DOC concentrations increased from precipitation to throughfall then
decreased in stream water. Coniferous throughfall had the highest mean
concentration of DOC (47 ± 6.7 mg C/L) while precipitation had the lowest
(Figure 4b). This was true for DOC when all samples were averaged, and was
also true for matched precipitation and throughfall samples collected at the same
time (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4: (a) Mean water chemistry values (mg/L) of TDN, NH 4 + , PCV. N0 3 ", and DON for
water types; (b) Mean DOC values (mg C/L) for water types. Note: n values in (b) reflect the
entire sampling period and all samples for that water type. The 'matching precip sampling'
reflects collection of precip and throughfall events from 7/18/7 to 9/12/7. Error bars are ± 1 SE.
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Amino Acids
There were notable differences in the amount of the fifteen physiological
dissolved free amino acids (DFAA) among the four water types. Throughfall
samples from a coniferous stand had the highest mean concentration of amino
acid N (ug/L) for all amino acids with the exception of leucine, where wet
precipitation had the highest concentrations. Among all water types, aspartic
acid, serine, glycine, arginine, phenylalanine, and leucine where present in the
highest concentrations (Figure 5). Glycine was highest in stream samples and in
the top five for all types except deciduous throughfall. Aspartic acid was highest
in coniferous throughfall and in the top five for all types except for precipitation
(Appendix A). Stream samples typically had higher concentrations than
precipitation for all amino acids with the exception of leucine (Figure 5).
Chromatograms, arranged as a flowpath, revealed large differences in the
size of peaks reflecting corresponding amino acid concentrations (Figure 6a - d).
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Throughfall and stream chromatograms had larger peaks than wet precipitation.
Ultrapure distilled water used for diluting standards and making reagents showed
baseline perturbations that were present in all chromatograms but were more
easily seen at lower amino acid concentrations or below detection limits (Figure
6e). The period of time between 14 and 16 minutes had the most inherent
perturbation, making it difficult to separate the amino acids phenylalanine and
isoleucine from large concentrations of an unknown amine for precipitation and
throughfall samples. The unknown amine was seen in conjunction with
phenylalanine within the stream sample as well as the distilled water
chromatograms (Figure 6d and e). The unknown peak eluted between 1 4 - 1 6
minutes and was most evident in precipitation samples and deciduous throughfall
(Figure 6a and c). It was likely a free amine eluting near phenylalanine and
isoleucine, based on the results of a phenylalanine spike on standards and
samples (Figure 7a - d). Phenylalanine and isoluecine were not quantifiable in
most precipitation and deciduous throughfall samples as a result of the unknown
peak enveloping the area where the two detectable amino acids would be
eluting.
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spike was approximately 200 nM. Baselines are the same for each chromatogram. Note: 200
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Amino acids and water chemistry correlations
Regression analysis showed amino acid concentrations in precipitation
had the strongest and most significant relationships (<0.0001) with DOC and DIN
than the other water types with R2 values of 0.62, 0.81, and 0.74 for DOC, NH4+,
and N03"> respectively (Figures 8 - 1 0 ) . Throughfall amino acid concentrations
showed strong relationships with DOC (R2 =0.47, p-value =<0.0001) and DON
(R2 =0.40, p-value =<0.0001), a weak relationship with NH4+, and no significant
relationship with NO3" (Figures 8 - 1 0 ) . Stream amino acid concentrations
showed no significant relationship with DOC, DON or DIN. Precipitation amino
acid concentrations were significantly correlated with DON (R2 =0.50, p-value
=0.0211); however, DON detection was difficult in precipitation samples and the
sample size was therefore limited (Figure 11).
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Precipitation and throughfall overlay graphs show visible correlations of
amino acids with other solutes (Figure 12). There was more variability of
relationships between solute and amino acid concentrations in stream sites
although, which supports the lack of relationships observed in Figures 8 — 11
(Appendix B). Landcover comparisons showed amino acids were significantly
correlated with the amount of wetland landcover within combined stream subbasins (R2 =0.45, p-value =0.011) (Figure 13).
No strong relationships could be seen between amino acid concentrations
and a runoff index or with DON, within stream sub-basins. Stream sites showed
variability between amino acids and runoff as well as the relationship with DON.
However, amino acid concentrations appeared to show some temporality as
concentrations were observed to peak in early spring and again in late summer
and early fall, across many stream sites (Figure 13 and Appendix C). Two
headwater sites, L10 and Pawtuckaway, had pulses of high concentrations of
amino acids coinciding with a major flow event occurring in the middle of April
(Figure 13). Temporal trends of amino acids and other water chemistry
demonstrated a similar pattern between amino acid and corresponding NH4+
concentrations, which is evidenced by the North Branch, Little River, Newmarket,
L3, L4, L5. L5a, and L8 Lamprey sites (Appendix B).
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stream sub-basins.
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Figure 14. DON (mg N/L) and total amino acids (ug N/L) trend data over sampling year
compared to hydrograph (meters3) of Lamprey River (USGS) for 8 Lamprey sites.

Contribution of amino acids to DON and DOC
Amino acids contributed a small amount of N (0.14 - 0.18%) to total DON
and did not vary significantly among water types. Amino acids contributed similar
percentages of N (ug/L) to DON among water types but larger percentages of C
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(|jg/L) to DOC in wet precipitation than other water types (0.09, 0.01, and .02%,
respectively) (Figure 11a and b). The precipitation amino acid contribution to
DOC was nearly a ten fold increase over the other water types. Stream amino
acid contributions of N and C were only slightly higher than throughfall at 0.18
and 0.017%, respectively (Figure 15a and b). Developed (those sites having
3.5% or more development within the sub-basin) and undeveloped stream sites
had higher amino acid N contributions than precipitation as did both throughfall
types (Figure 15c). Amino acids contributed 0.19% of N to DON in deciduous
throughfall, which was greater than coniferous throughfall at 0.15%, and the
same as undeveloped stream sites.
Lamprey River stream sites showed variation in amino acid contribution to
DON and DOC. L1 demonstrated the highest N and C contributions by amino
acids to DON and DOC with values of 0.39 and 0.024%, respectively, while L5a
had the lowest values (Figure 16a and b).
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Principal components among water types
A principal components analysis was done to show within group (water
type) correlations among individual amino acids and group them according to Rsquared values. The groups of amino acids represent latent variables (principal
components) that best describe within group variation. The analysis found amino
acids were more important in explaining variation within throughfall and stream
samples while DIN (NH4+ and NO3") and DOC explained more of the variation
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between precipitation samples compared to throughfall and stream water (Table
3). Throughfall and stream were very similar in that both had DIN as part of the
second component while amino acids absorbed more of the variation within the
first principal component (Table 3). Variation among stream water samples was
best explained by amino acids alone. Both stream and throughfall samples had
threonine, glycine, valine, and serine within the top five amino acids as well as
having 10 amino acids in common within PC1. Precipitation only had three
amino acids present in the first PC while throughfall and stream had 10 and 13
amino acids, respectively (Table 3). Stream samples had only amino acids
account for the variability between samples within PC1 and PC2.
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Table 3: Principal components analysis (PCA) of amino acids and other solutes between water
types using Varimax factor rotation. PCA columns list the importance of variables and
corresponding variation in descending order. Note: DON in precipitation PC1 is questionable due
to detect|£n_jjm|tetigns.
Precipitation [
f
PC1
1PC2J
PC3

LEU

0.90

ASP
GLU

0.86

CD

SER 0.09

CO

P

ISO

ALA 0.59
HIS 0.41

co

P

DOC

co

NCY

0.98[_ (THR 0.99
0.97J |TYR 0.99
0.93J |VAL

NH 4 +

>

0.86

D O N * ,0.77,
Stream

Throughfall
0.91

NO3- 0.86

PC3
MET 0.87

GLY
VAL
LYS

0.87
0.86

LEU 0.86

HIS

SER
ARG
ALA
TYR
GLU
ASP
DOC
DON

0.85

PC1
THR

PC2

NH 4

+

0.77

0.83

0.86

PC1
THR 0.95
SER 0.94
ARG 0.93
VAL 0.93
0.92

0.68

GLY
HIS
ISO
TYR
GLU
ASP
LYS

0.59

ALA

0.45

0.85
0.84
0.84
0.75
0.71

0.91
0.91
0.87
0.78
0.74
0.51

MET 0.26
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PC2

PC3

NH 4 + 0.88

DOC

0.86

LEU 0.85
PHE 0.81

DON

0.86

N03'

0.38

Table 4: Principal components analysis of both throughfall and stream types using a Varimax
factor rotation. Stream sites were divided according to the percent development within the subbasin from which the sample was taken. Principle component columns list the importance of
variables and corresponding variation in descending order.
Thrufall conifer
Thrufall deciduous
PC2
PC2
PC3
PC3
PC1
PC1
VAL
0.92
0.96
DOC
DON
LYS
SER 0.98
0.90
HIS 0.75
0.89
N03" 0.84
DON 0.86
SER 0.92
N03" 0.74
ISO 0.91
VAL 0.85
GLU 0.83

PHE 0.73
NH4+ 0.72

LEU
TYR

TYR 0.82
ARG 0.80

GLY 0.69
LEU 0.57

ASP 0.79
NH4+ 0.78

THR
ALA
LYS
ASP

0.76
0.75
0.69
0.59

DOC
ALA
ARG
GLY
HIS

Stream developed
PC2
PC1
LEU 0.80
SER 0.97
NH4+ 0.79
GLY 0.97
ARG 0.97
THR 0.96
HIS 0.95
VAL
ISO
TYR
GLU
ASP
LYS

0.84
0.83

ISO
THR

0.87
0.70

GLU 0.62

0.76
0.71
0.61
0.60
0.35

Stream undeveloped
PC1
PC2
NH4+ 0.90
THR 0.91
SER 0.89
LEU 0.87

PC3
DOC 0.90
DON 0.79

PHE 0.73
ALA 0.49
N03- 0.20

HIS 0.86
GLY 0.85
ARG 0.83

0.95
0.94
0.91
0.78
0.77
0.70

VAL
ISO
GLU
TYR
ASP
ALA
MET

PHE 0.79
N03" 0.53

PC3
DON 0.86
DOC 0.80
LYS 0.19

0.80
0.76
0.69
0.67
0.64
0.61
0.56

There were more notable differences between the two throughfall types
while there was a smaller difference in PCA between developed and
undeveloped stream sites. Variation between deciduous samples was best
explained by DON, DIN, and eight amino acids while ten amino acids
represented the most variation between coniferous samples (Table 4).
Interestingly, the amino acids of deciduous PC2 were best represented in PC1 of
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coniferous throughfall while DOC and DON absorbed the most variation between
samples as part of conifer PC2, unlike deciduous. Variation between stream
samples was best explained by amino acids in PC1 for both stream water types.
Stream samples from undeveloped sub-basins had more of their variation
explained by DIN in PC2 compared to developed sites (0.90, 0.53 and 0.79, 0.20
respectively). Both stream water types had the highest variation explained by
DON and DOC in PC3.

Discriminant Analysis of water types: fingerprinting
Discriminant analysis (DA) showed that there were significant differences
between water types with respect to certain amino acids. Tests of equality of
group means within preliminary DA of all fifteen amino acids determined five
amino acids to have the most potential as discriminating functions or variables.
The best five discriminating amino acids were: aspartic acid, leucine, glutamic
acid, methionine, and alanine (Table 5). The four discriminating functions (DF)
(determined by the number of water groups minus one), showed aspartic acid to
be the significant predictor variable for DF1, leucine for DF2, methionine and
alanine for DF3, and glutamic acid for DF4, which were then used to compare
and distinguish differences of water types (Table 6).
The DA model was used to separate both throughfall water types from the
others using aspartic acid as the discriminant function. The model also showed
that using leucine as the DF2 and methionine (DF3) separated precipitation and
coniferous throughfall from the other water types (Table 7). With respect to the
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two stream types, the mean DF scores (DF4) for glutamic acid showed the
largest difference between developed and undeveloped stream sites however,
the model could not effectively discriminate between the two when looking at the
ANOVA data for glutamic acid.
A classification scheme showed that the discriminating functions of the DA
model were effective at correctly identifying samples associated with their
assigned group in the cases of precipitation, coniferous throughfall, and
developed stream sites (Table 8). Samples from undeveloped stream sites and
deciduous throughfall showed the most variation between within group samples.
The model determined that more of the undeveloped stream sites were more
likely to be classified as developed stream sites. Deciduous throughfall showed
plenty of variation within the model since roughly 19%, 25%, and 19% of samples
were being classified as precipitation, developed, and developed stream water,
respectively (Table 8).
Table 5. Test of equality of group means for the fifteen amino acids. Amino acids in bold are

ug Aspartic N/L
ug Glutamic N/L
ug Leucine N/L
ug Methionine N/L
ug Serine N/L
ug Histidine N/L
ug Glycine N/L
ug Threonine N/L
ug Arginine N/L
ug Alanine N/L
ug Tyrosine N/L
ug Valine N/L
ug Phenylalanine N/L
ug Isoleucine N/L
ug Lysine N/L

Wilks'
Lambda
,495
.699
.642
.793

F
91.932
38.840
50.147
23.427

.969
.950

2.897
4.717

.972
.918
.953
.874
.929
.957
.979
.992

2.582
8.054
4.434
12.972
6.832
4.071
1.921
.712

.961

3.605

df1

df2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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Siq.
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360

.000
.000
.000
.000
.022
.001
.037
.000
.002
.000
.000
.003
.106
.584
.007

Table 6. Structure matrix of discriminant variables put into the respective functions where
variables have the highest variation between groups but little variation within the group
Function
1
ug Aspartic N/L

2

3

4

.922(*)

-.145

-.344

.375

-.103

ug Leucine N/L
ug Methionine N/L

.875(*)
.142

-.260

.090

.445

.847(*)

.190

ug Alanine N/L

.325

-.151

-.372f)

.193

ug Glutamic N/L

.600

.070

-.094

-.605(*)

Pooled within-groups correlations between discriminating variables and standardized canonical discriminant
functions
Variables ordered by absolute size of correlation within function.
* Largest absolute correlation between each variable and any discriminant function

Table 7. Mean DF scores for each group determining functions at group centra ids.
water type

Function
1

1 precipitation
2 thrufall conifer
3 thrufall decidu
4 stream developed
5 stream undeveloped

2

3
2.671
-.369
1.542
-.202
-.246

-.508
4.834
1.228
-.298
-.267

4
-.407
-.250
.687
-.008
.002

.014
-.004
-.004
-.107
.084

Unstandardized canonical discriminant functions evaluated at group means

Table 8. Fisher DF scores calculated for each sample within each group for DA model to assign
sample to group where it has the highest probability. Table shows how many of the samples
would be correctly associated with their predicted group centroid.
water type

Predicted Group Membership
2

1
Original
count

precipitation
thrufall coniifer
thrufall decidu
stream developed

% per
group

3

4

Total
5

12

0

0

5

2

19

0
3
0

11

1
6
0

1
4

3
3
39

16
16
140

0
0

101

stream undeveloped

1

0

2

92

79

174

precipitation
thrufall conifer
thrufall decidu
stream developed
stream undeveloped

63.2
.0
18.8
.0
.6

.0
68.8
.0
.0
.0

.0
6.3
37.5
.0
1.1

26.3
6.3
25.0
72.1
52.9

10.5
18.8
18.8
27.9
45.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

57.3% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
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One-way ANOVAs showed that coniferous throughfall was significantly
different from all other water types based on mean concentrations of aspartic
acid, glutamic acid, and alanine. Precipitation was significantly different from the
other water types when comparing leucine concentrations. Throughfall types
were significantly different from the other water types with respect to methionine
concentrations. None of the ANOVAs or the DF model easily discriminated
between the two stream types. The univariate analyses determined that stream
water was more closely related to precipitation for the five amino acids with the
exception of leucine.

Table 9. One-way ANOVAs showing significance between groups for aspartic acid, glutamic
acid, leucine, methionine, and alanine (9.1 - 9.5, respectively).
9.1 TukeyHSD Aspartic acid
Subset for alpha = .05
water type
precipitation

N

stream developed
stream undeveloped
decidu throughfall
conifer throughfall

2

3

19

.01

153
197

.05

1

.05
.11

18
18

Sig.

.35
1.000

1.000

.353

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 28.514.
b The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not
guaranteed.
9.2 Tukey HSD Glutamic acid
Subset for alpha = .05
water type
stream undeveloped
stream developed
precipitation
decidu throughfall
conifer throughfall
Sig.

N

2
185
146
21
18
16

1

3
.00
.01
.01
.02
.976

1.000

.05
1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 28.101.
b The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not
guaranteed.
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9.3 Tukey HSD Leucine
Subset for alpha = .05
water type
stream undeveloped
stream developed
conifer throughfall
decidu throughfall
precipitation
Sig.

N

2

1

3
.02
.02

197
151
18
18
21

.14
.16
1.000

.21
1.000

.754

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 29.338.
b The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not
guaranteed.
9.4 Tukey HSD methionine
water type

N

Subset for alpha = .05

1

1

2

precipitation
stream developed

153

.000000
.000000

stream undeveloped

198

.000079

21

decidu thoughfall

18

.002558

conifer throughfall
Sig.

18

.003118

1.000
.669
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 29.357.
b The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not
guaranteed.
9.5 Tukey HSD alanine
Subset for alpha = .05
water type
precipitation

N

2

1

21

.01

decidu throughfall

18

.01

stream developed

149

.01

stream undeveloped

194

.01

conifer throughfall

18

Sig.

.04

.860
1.000
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 29.309.
b The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not
guaranteed.
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SUVA and Aromaticitv
Aromaticity increased from the atmosphere moving through the canopy
towards the stream system. Stream samples, had the highest specific UV
absorbance, or aromaticity, while precipitation samples were the lowest (Figure
17a). Increasing aromaticity from precipitation to stream water was even more
apparent when I used samples from the same collection period (7/18/2007 to
9/12/2007), with the mean SUVA value in stream more than twice the value of
coniferous throughfall and nearly twice as high as deciduous throughfall
(Appendix D). Individual stream sites varied in aromaticity values. L10 had the
highest quantity of aromatics followed by Little River (Figure 17b). There was no
apparent trend with aromaticity and the path of the Lamprey river from
headwaters (L10) to Newmarket (Figure 17b). Developed and undeveloped
stream sites had the same mean aromaticity value at 3.38% (data not shown).
Regression analyses showed that there were only significant inverse
#

relationships between DON and Aromaticity for coniferous throughfall and
developed stream samples(Figure 18a and b). Only coniferous throughfall
showed a significant inverse relationship between amino acids and Aromaticity
(Figure 18c). No relationships existed for undeveloped stream, precipitation, and
deciduous throughfall samples. The inverse relationships and no trend results
from water types not shown suggest very little contribution by DON or amino
acids to aromaticity.
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Figure 17: SUVA by water type (a) and individual Lamprey stream sites (b), respectively.
Standard error bars are ± 1 SE.
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(a)

Aromaticity

(b)

R' =0.57, p-value =0.0007

Aromaticity
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R z =0.04, p-value =0.0063

Aromaticity

>2 =
R^=0.52,
p-value =0.0016

Figure 18: Regression correlations between DON and Aromaticity values for coniferous
throughfall and developed stream sites (a and b) and between amino acids and Aromaticity for
coniferous throughfall (c). NOTE: These figures represent the only significant relationships.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

Water chemistry along a flowpath
Nitrogen and carbon concentrations were very different among water
types and reflect important chemical interactions that occur at different stages
along a hydrologic flowpath. My results revealed that N and C typically increased
as wet precipitation passed through the canopy as throughfall, and then declined
as water moved through the terrestrial landscape to stream water. For example,
DOC and DON concentrations were much higher in throughfall than wet
precipitation, but that was not the case with DIN (NO3" and NH4+). Nitrate, for
example, was higher in precipitation than coniferous throughfall (Figure 4).
The observed increases in DOC and DON from precipitation to throughfall
are likely mediated by the microbial activity on leaf surfaces with the production
of enzymes, the production of leaf exudates, and dissolution of dry deposition on
leaf surfaces (Aitkenhead-Peterson, McDowell, and Neff 2003; Michalzik et al.
1997). For example, Schrumpf and others (2006) report that the fraction of
organic nitrogen (ON) of TDN increases from nearly 50% in rainfall to 66% in
throughfall in a montane rain forest, followed by a decline to 39% in the litter
percolate, which is similar to the trend that I observed within my precipitation and
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throughfall results. In contrast, however, the similar amounts of DIN in
precipitation and throughfall may be explained by abiotic transformations of ON
to DIN in the atmosphere. Oxidation of amino N may be a source of ammonium,
amides, and possibly nitrate (Anastasio and McGregor, 2000). Additionally,
Zhang and Anastasio (2003) suggest that a significant portion of ON is
transformed to ammonium, nitrate, and NOx, which describes photochemical
oxidation as a previously uncharacterized source of DIN within the atmosphere.
Furthermore, Zhang and Anastasio (2003a) also report that a significant fraction
of bulk ON was transformed to ammonium, nitrate, and NOx in response to
simulated light and ozone in fog waters.

This photochemical mineralization may

serve as an important source of DIN in the atmosphere (Zhang and Anastasio,
2003).
Abiotic adsorption and biodegradation are the most likely mechanisms
explaining the large differences between the concentrations of DOC, NH4+, and
DON in throughfall and those recorded in stream water (Figure 4a and b). Soils
play a large role in the utilization and sequestration of labile C and N, and are
known to regulate the amount and type of organics leaching from a forest
ecosystem. For example, Quails and Haines (1992) determined that the fate of
DOM is rapid adsorption to mineral soil and charged surfaces, followed by slow
biodegradation. The sorption to mineral surfaces controls the decrease of DOM
concentrations with soil depth (Quails and Haines, 1992; Kaiser et al. 2004).
Quails and Haines (1992) also found that more than 95% of the DON and DOC
in throughfall was removed from precipitation after it passed through the canopy
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and then percolated through the soil profile before reaching the stream.
Additionally, another study found that in a forested watershed the DON
concentration underwent a 50-fold reduction as it passed downward from upper
soil horizons to mineral soils and ultimately reached the stream (Quails, 1989).
Sorption to mineral surfaces and biodegradation can also influence the
concentration of DOC during transport through soils. Kaiser and others (2004)
showed that soils and minerals selectively sorb those compounds that contain
lignin-derived acidic phenols while those carbohydrate-rich DOM fractions are
weakly sorbed. Along a flowpath from the canopy to streams, mineral soils serve
as an effective barrier to organic carbon (and nitrogen) loss from terrestrial
systems and therefore can be influential in regulating the inputs of terrestrial
derived C and N into stream systems, which would suggest that terrestrial inputs
of free amino acids to stream water would be small. The results show a very
small increase in free amino acid concentrations from throughfall to stream water
that may or may not be of terrestrial origin and supports the idea that mineral
soils may be retaining free amino acids rather than leaching them to streams.

Organic nitrogen in precipitation
I found that both DON and amino acid concentrations in precipitation were
the lowest among water types. Principal components analysis showed that
amino acids were less influential in explaining the variance between precipitation
samples, and that DOC and DIN concentrations played a significant role in the
comparison of precipitation samples (Figure 4b and Table 3). Abiotic
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explanations for lower DFAA values in precipitation include sorption to fine
particles in the atmosphere, photochemical oxidation of amino acids, and
transformations with NOx. Zhang and Anastasio (2003a) explain how
proteinaceous matter (plant debris, pollen, algae, and bacteria) is frequently
detected in the atmosphere and could well be sorbing free amino acids in the
atmosphere, which is evidenced by fine particles being enriched with protein type
amino species such as glycine, threonine, serine and alanine. Similarly, a study
by Kieber and others (2005) observed that more than 75% of DON was
comprised of larger macromolecular uncharacterized humic-like substances,
which would be a significant source of organic N that could influence local N
additions as well as areas farther away since this material is recalcitrant. During
this time it is possible that organic concentrations can be influenced by events;
whether by duration of the event or the period of lapsed time between events and
interim weather patterns that might entrain more organic particles before being
scrubbed during a rain event.
Some quantification of additional amino acid N was lost as a result of an
unknown amine that eluted just before phenylalanine, which at high
concentrations made it difficult to delineate phenylalanine and isoleucine peaks
(Figure 6a). The higher concentrations of the unknown in precipitation would
have contributed more organic N to DON but it is uncertain whether it was
another free amino acid not included in the standards. Even if the unknown was
identified and included in the analysis, the contribution of amino acid N to DON
would remain very small. At the same time it should be noted that DON
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detection in precipitation was often often below or near detection limits, due to
the high DIN values.
From the literature it appears that although there has been much work
studying the atmospheric composition of organic and inorganic species there is
much organic matter in rain. Most atmospheric studies comprehensively cover
DIN species; however, this is in direct contrast to available information about
organic N species (Anastasio and McGregor, 2000). In the past, more studies
focused on bulk DON and its transport and cycling in the atmosphere while very
few of these studies discussed any detailed composition of DON (Mazurek and
Simoneit, 1986). The first reported measurements of DON in wet precipitation
occurred in the 1950s (Fonselius, 1954; Wilson, 1959). Additionally, many
reports discuss the different fractions of DON within the atmosphere but in
depositional forms different from rain, which was used for this study. It wasn't
until 1986 that Mopper and Zika (1987) first reported DFAA in marine rains. A
report by Gorzelska and others (1992) appeared to be one of the earliest studies
of DFAA in rain over a terrestrial landscape, which suggests that characterization
of DON in wet precipitation is relatively novel. They found the largest N
contributions from arginine, asparagine, glutamine, methyl amine, serine, and
alanine with concentrations ranging from below detection limits to 6658 nM. I
found serine, glycine, leucine, and arginine to contribute the most N with
concentrations ranging from below detection limits to 1040 nM. Lastly, it should
be noted that the transformations and fates of free and combined amino acid
compounds in the troposphere are poorly understood, which also suggests the
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paucity of information regarding amino acids in atmospheric studies and the need
for additional study of DON constituents in precipitation (McGregor and
Anastasio, 2001).

Organic nitrogen in throuqhfall
Amino acids and solute concentrations varied dramatically among
sampling dates, which reflect biotic and abiotic influences. Due to the
physiological complexity of wooded systems, chemical enrichment of solutes is
highly variable over time and space (Levett et al. 1985). Numerous abiotic
factors associated with meteorological conditions can cause variability of
throughfall solute inputs. These factors range from drop size and event duration
(Potter et al. 1991; Ciglasch et al. 2004), canopy structure (Rogerson, 1968),
season (Stout and McMahon, 1961), and windspeed (Hormann et al. 1996)
among others. Biotic factors such as tree age, species specifc characteristics,
leaf shape and orientation (Carleton and Kavanagh, 1990), leaf texture and
hydrophobicity of plant surfaces (Loescher et al. 2002) can also influence solute
concentrations and inputs.
From the literature I believe four factors are most likely to influence solute
concentrations and chemistry: 1) length of antecedent dry period, 2) throughfall
quantity, 3) herbivory, and 4) seasonality. The length of the antecedent dry
period likely causes enrichment of solutes, especially DIN and DON, with
increasing duration between precipitation events, which has been shown by
Ciglasch and others (2004) who also observed that the amount of throughfall,
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dependent on duration and event, is likely to be negatively correlated with
concentrations. I observed a strong positive relationship between NO3" and
duration (days between events), but only weak correlations were evident when
comparing DOC, DON, and amino acids (Appendix E). It is also possible that
herbivory in the canopy and the associated presence and feeding of such
organisms can enrich solute concentrations (Seastadt et al. 1983), which would
again increase DON and DOC. For example a study by Stadler and others
(1998) observed that DOC in throughfall was positively correlated with aphid
density in a coniferous forest such that concentrations were 11.6 - 240 times
greater than partial and non-infested plots. Lastly, seasonality can influence
solute concentrations and variability mainly during months or productivity from
the foliage itself, which plays a role in additional drip points and retention areas
(Potter et al. 1991; Peterson and Rolfe, 1979). From the figures of temporal
trends, differences can be seen between solute concentrations and events where
these factors may be playing a role (Appendix B a).
My results showed a biological influence on amino acid composition in
coniferous throughfall with aspartic acid, serine, and glycine comprising the top
three concentrations of individual free amino acids. I hypothesized that the most
common amino acids reflected in throughfall hplc analysis would be: aspartic
acid, serine, glycine, alanine, and tyrosine which are common constituents of
bacterial components. Aside from leucine being the topmost amino acid for
deciduous throughfall, aspartic acid, serine, and glycine were again in the highest
concentrations for free amino acids (Figure 5). The observation of these amino
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acids and their concentrations suggests there is likely a strong biological
influence on amino acids due to utilization of labile N by phyllosphere
microorganisms and even cellular processes by the leaves themselves (Michalzik
et al. 1997). Leaf surfaces support microbial communities, that combined with
cellular metabolism of the leaves themselves, can greatly influence N
concentrations and organic species present. Microbial activity through enzyme
production and immobilization can help explain the prominence of certain amino
acids (aspartic acid, serine, glycine) over others.
I hypothesized that throughfall would show the highest concentrations of
amino acids and DON, followed by stream and precipitation. Throughfall
samples did have higher concentrations of amino acids with the exception of
leucine, as well as demonstrating the highest overall DON concentrations. This
result was consistent with the literature, which also shows DON increasing from
precipitation to throughfall and decreasing as DON passes through soils to
streams (Quails and Haines, 1992; Weidman, 1997). The study by Weidman
(1997) demonstrated a flow path of increasing solute concentrations from
precipitation to leaching into an estuary and my results reflect the same trend of
increasing solute concentrations from precipitation to throughfall.

Organic nitrogen in Soils
The decline in mean concentration of DFAA from throughfall to stream
water suggests the influence of soil N and C dynamics and controls on the
leaching of organic material to stream water. Abiotic adsorption and
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biodegradation may have also played a role. In stream water, amino acids
amounted to less than 0.2% of DON, although DON was more than 50% of TDN
(Figure 4a). The similarity between throughfall and stream N contribution by
amino acids may be explained by a complex dynamic involving the influence of
terrestrial soil dynamics and in-stream nutrient cycling. It is unclear what actually
happened to amino acids in the soil horizons but they apparently follow a similar
path as labile DON and therefore increase in litter leachate and organic horizons
before being rapidly utilized and decrease as soil water percolates through the
mineral horizons.
Sorption processes and biodegradation likely played important roles that
influenced DON concentrations causing them to increase while passing through
the forest floor but then declining as DON percolates through the soil profile
(Quails and Haines, 1991; Weidman, 1997). Despite the large biological
influence of phyllosphere and soil microbial communities on DON concentrations,
abiotic factors such as mineral sorption help to reduce the loss of selective DON
compounds from soil horizons such as amino acids. Quails and Haines (1992)
explain this trend by reporting labile DON decreased with soil depth while the
more recalcitrant DON percolated downward through mineral horizons.
It is evident from the literature that the fate of amino acids in soils is highly
dynamic and affected by both abiotic and biotic factors. Despite the large
amounts of DON present in the soil environment and high concentrations of
amino acids, the contribution of amino acids to DON in soil solutions still remains
very small. Jones and others (2002) report that soils may typically contain
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between 20 - 30% of their N as amino acids with over 99% of this consisting of
complexed amino acids while the remaining percent being composed of free
amino acids. This means that free amino acids comprised roughly 0.04% of total
weight of mineral soils and nearly 0.5% of organic soils. This observation is
supported by studies (Kaiser and others, 2004; Yu and others, 2002) that found
combined amino acids to comprise a larger percentage of organic nitrogen being
exported, which they inferred to mean that amino acids are typically present in
soil water sorbed to other compounds rather than in a free form. Lipson and
others (2001) observed that free amino acids in the soil typically have a mean
residence time within the range of several hours to one day, which suggests the
rapid utilization of such labile N in soils. Furthermore, they also determined that,
despite the rapid uptake of amino acids the proteolytic activity in the soil is
enough to maintain steady state concentrations of amino acids by breaking down
complex organic matter, which demonstrates how low free amino acid
concentrations are consistently observed. This observation further demonstrates
how the terrestrial environment contributes little DFAA to stream systems and the
influence of the microbial communities and sorption processes on limiting free
amino acid inputs to streams.

Organic nitrogen in stream water
The top five amino acids GLY - SER - ARG - ASP - HIS observed in
Stream samples were likely influenced biologically within the stream system and
from the surrounding terrestrial landscape (Figure 6). I hypothesized that the
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predominant amino acids in my stream samples would be ASP - SER - GLY ALA - and TYR, based on the fact that these are peptidoglycan components of
bacteria and reflect a strong input of biotic influence on DON either from the
terrestrial or aquatic environment. In a river study, Duan and Bianchi (2007)
determined the top 5 amino acids in their study of two rivers (Mississippi and
Pearl) to be GLY - SER - ASP - GLU - VAL and GLY - SER - ASP - VAL TYR, respectively. In another stream study by Volk and others (1997) observed
glycine and aspartic acid were the most prevalent amino acids detected. In this
instance, three amino acids of five are the same between my results and an
example from the literature. Aspartic acid and glutamic acid were two amino
acids that were common in higher concentrations and may be explained by the
sorptive fractionation of suspended minerals in the water column, meaning that
the acidic compounds remain in solution and are not sorbed as frequently as
neutral and basic amino acids. Yu and others (2002) found aspartic acid,
glutamic acid, and alanine to be the most common amino acids in soil water; they
also point out that these are common constituents of bacterial components.
Additionally, Robarts and others (1990) report that high concentrations of serine,
glycine, and alanine are typically derived from terrestrial sources. I did observe
aspartic acid to be the fourth highest concentration of individual amino acids but
alanine and glutamic acid were much lower, which suggests that soil water amino
acid concentrations in my analysis may have little influence on stream water
amino acid concentrations.
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Amino acid contribution to DON
Precipitation
Amino acids contributed the least to DON in precipitation compared to
other water types, but were clearly a larger fraction of DOC (Figure 11 b). This
result corresponds with precipitation having the lowest individual amino acid and
DON concentrations among water types (Figure 4 and 5). Amino acids represent
a smaller fraction of DON in precipitation than in other water types. Kieber and
others (2005) found a similar result, that amino acids comprised the smaller
fraction of N in DON at 17% in coastal precipitation. Sidle (1967), and Willey and
others (2000) also recorded very small contributions of amino acid N to DON in
precipitation.
Amino acids dissolved in the atmosphere are found predominantly as Loptical isomers (Mopper and Zika, 1987), which suggests that they are biological
in origin. Amino acids can enter the troposphere as windblown dust from the
terrestrial landscape, pollen, and through degradation of biomass. Abiotic factors
in the atmosphere also can influence amino concentrations, for example
methionine and some other amino acids (tryptophan, histidine, and tyrosine) are
quickly oxidized in the atmosphere by hydroxyl radicals and ozone. Labile
nitrogen species such as amino acids are susceptible to photochemical oxidation
and nitrogen transformations (Anastasio and McGregor, 2000), which could
reduce free amino acid concentrations in precipitation.
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Throuqhfall
Despite having higher DON and amino acid concentrations than the other
water types, throughfall free amino acids contributed very little to the DON
content (Figure 14a). Biotic mechanisms such as leaf metabolism and microbial
utilization of amino acids can explain the small contribution of free amino acids to
DON. One possible mechanism is that ammonification could be taking place,
converting available LMW nitrogen (amino acids) to inorganic forms that may be
later converted to nitrate. The significant relationship that I observed between
nitrate concentration and duration of dry periods supports the idea of
ammonification followed by nitrification (Appendix E). The duration of time
between events may be important to allow for the build-up of metabolites and
exudations, as well as offer time for utilization of LMW organic N, on leaf
surfaces that will later be washed from the canopy. Furthermore, amino acid N
can be further overshadowed by phyllosphere immobilization processes, which
would utilize the available amino acid N and convert it to nitrate or more complex
DON compounds. This trend is evident when looking at SUVA254 data, which
demonstrates an increase in complex aromatic molecules from precipitation to
where it falls through the canopy (Figure 13a).
Biotic activity and metabolism increase the concentrations of DON and its
larger constituents from precipitation to the soil horizons. Direct utilization of
LMW DON (amino acids) for enzymatic production and leaf cell metabolism
generates additional DON in more complex forms. Typically the more labile
amino acid is consumed while other more complex N is produced, and because it
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is more recalcitrant, can be leached from the leaf surface to the soil environment
below (Neff et al. 2003).

Stream
My study demonstrated that free amino acids in streams made the highest
contribution to DON among the water types studied, although amino
concentrations were considerably lower than those in throughfall samples.
Compared to the literature my results reflect the same result that free amino
acids contribute very little DON as opposed to larger humic acids. Organic acids,
particularly fulvic acids and amino acids combined with humics comprise the
majority of DON found in freshwaters (Hood et al. 2005; Volk et al. 1997). DFAA
have been shown to represent 20% or even less, of the DON that is exported
from stream and river systems (Seitzinger and Sanders, 1997). In terms of DOC,
the DFAA fraction has been shown to be only 0.1 - 0.5% in sea and freshwater
(Jorgenson, 1987).
Among stream sites, there appeared to be no discernable trend with
regards to a river flowpath when comparing the N contribution of amino acids to
DON (Figure 15a). However, when stream sites were divided between
developed and undeveloped sites, undeveloped sites showed a slightly higher
mean percent contribution (Figure 15c). Site characteristics such as landcover or
soil types, beyond the analysis of water chemistry, may play a large role in DFAA
concentrations observed in the study. I hypothesized that sites near the
headwaters and those of undeveloped sub-basins of the Lamprey, would show a
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higher amino acid contribution to DON, which was observed in my results (Figure
14c). I expected that larger forest cover and undisturbed tracts of land would
allow for higher free amino acid concentrations however, additional field sampling
and land cover analysis would be required to identify strong correlations between
water chemistry and terrestrial characteristics such as land use and land cover.
It is possible that a combination of landcover characteristics may have
influenced the N contribution. I observed that the mean amino acid N in stream
water was significantly correlated with the percent of wetland land cover by subbasin. The sites near the headwaters of the Lamprey River (L10, L8, L6) had
greater than 77% forest cover for their respective sub-basins, 3% or less of
development, and 7% or more of wetland coverage (Table 1b). The combination
of a greater percentage of intact forest, minimal development, and some
wetlands, may in fact foster an environment that enhances the amino acid
contribution to DON. For example, Bengtsson (1982) reported that the mobility
and utilization of amino acids and other LMW compounds in streams are
controlled by the decomposition of allocthonous organic inputs, which would
suggest the importance of terrestrial organic inputs from forested tracts of land
leaching into the stream. Large forested areas around water bodies could serve
as stores of N-rich DOM that when acted upon by the microbial community, could
supply greater quantities of hydrophilic labile N to streams. It appears that a
complicated interaction of landcover characteristics, soils, and possibly parent
material determines differences of amino acids and DON among sites.
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Water chemistry relationships with amino acids
Precipitation
Concentrations of amino acids were strongly correlated with those of other
analytes, particularly NH4+, for precipitation and throughfall. Kieber and others
(2005) also found significant positive correlations between amino acids and
ammonium, which suggests that the two analytes have similar sources and sinks
such as from agricultural activities (Aitkenhead-Peterson et al. 2003), and follow
a similar route of synthesis in the atmosphere, or are related to anthropogenic
activities. For example, Kieber and others (2005) using airmass back trajectory
analysis observed that there was a strong anthropogenic component to DIN and
amino acids. This observation supports the observation of strong positive
correlation between amino acids and ammonium and consequently suggests that
they have similar sources and sinks in rainwater.
It is interesting that amino acids were positively correlated with DIN
species in precipitation since it is assumed there would be less biological
influence and that amino acids and DIN would have different sources. However,
it is quite possible that since there are bacteria in the air and on the surfaces of
suspended particles, DIN is being utilized by microbes to produce labile organics
that can be washed/scrubbed out during rain events. For example, aromatic
compounds associated with humic acids can be put into the atmosphere via
wind-blown dust and perhaps are making a larger contribution to the DON in
precipitation in this study by binding free amino acids into complex forms.
Furthermore, given the site location, it is quite possible that neighboring
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agricultural fields and the few instances of mowing in the fields near the
precipitation collector might have contributed large amounts of HMW organic
particles into the air that, with a subsequent rain, might have strongly influenced
the DON and DOC concentrations for that sampling event.

Throuahfall
Amino acids in throughfall samples consistently showed strong
correlations with DIN, DON and DOC (Figures 8-11). These positive
relationships can likely be explained by precipitation chemistry and the influence
of the biological activity on leaf surfaces or leaf metabolism itself. The microbial
community can assimilate and utilize DIN for production of organics thereby
increasing DFAA concentrations. Biotic activity and leaf cell metabolism has
been shown to increase the concentrations of DON in throughfall from
precipitation (Aitkenhead-Peterson and McDowell, 2003; Neff et al. 2003). Biotic
activity and biodegradation likely are largely responsible for the increase of DFAA
concentrations in throughfall. However, the inherent variability of throughfall,
both temporally and spatially (Peterson and Rolfe, 1979), must be considered
and therefore it is difficult to adequately describe water chemistry relationships
based on one yearly sampling.

Stream
There were no consistent statistical relationships between amino acids
and other solutes in stream water. Only at two Lamprey stream sites were amino
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acids correlated with N03". It is unclear whether the influence may be biotic or
abiotic affecting amino acid concentrations in the stream sites. The microbial
community may be immobilizing DIN species, which augments productivity that is
later biodegraded to labile organics such as amino acids. Ammonium especially,
appears to be more important or influential in determining available DFAA
concentrations in streams despite having the lowest mean concentration (Figure
4a). It is possible that there is rapid utilization of available NH4+ by the stream
microbial community which may maintain a lower overall concentration. In the
figures of Appendix B the fluctuations of NH 4 + appear correlated with the amino
acid N present in streams, which may suggest a tight nitrogen cycling dynamic,
mediated biologically, between the two species. NH4+ concentrations appear to
experience peaks first which are quickly followed by an amino acid peak
suggesting productivity quickly immobilizes the NH4+ to organic forms. For
example, Robarts and others (1990) determined that DFAA concentrations were
correlated with bacterial numbers in the water column and that autochthonous
DFAA sources were dominant to allocthonous in terms of phytoplankton
production.
No relationships existed between amino acids and DON and DOC, which
may also be explained biologically. More specifically, it is possible that in situ
DON and DOC could be correlated with amino acid composition, being mediated
biologically and by the availability of DIN. However, within the parameters of this
experiment it is likely that more of the DON and DOC detected in streams are
from terrestrial allocthonous sources thereby overshadowing in-stream DON and
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DOC production. Furthermore, the fact that amino acid concentrations did not
relate well with DON suggests that despite large concentrations of DON in
stream samples, amino acids typically will be a small fraction of measured DON
compared to larger complex organic molecules.

Temporality
Precipitation
Precipitation was measured during the summer to late fall months and
showed variability between event sampling. There is no clear trend of increasing
or decreasing solute concentrations as well as complete data for an entire year
so it is difficult to describe seasonal trends. However, from the literature, Kieber
and others (2005) found amino acid concentrations to be highest in the spring
months (April 1 st to June 30th) followed by winter and summer, which were very
similar. They also found that spring NH4+ concentrations were the highest and
NO3" second highest to winter concentrations. Possible reasons behind these
differences could be biogenic emissions from plants (such as pollen and spores)
and the increased degradation of organic litter during springtime (Keene et al.
2002) or associated with the application of fertilizers (Kieber et al. 2005).
Summer months did not show higher concentrations of solutes despite large
foliar area as well as more biological activity associated with microbes and the
leaves.
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Thoughfall
Throughfall samples showed the highest concentrations of solutes and
amino acids, which may correspond to seasonal influences. During months of
foliar productivity amino acid N from precipitation and leaf metabolism can be
overshadowed by phyllosphere immobilization processes, which would utilize the
available amino acid N and convert it to more complex DON compounds. For
example, Michalzik (1997) found that DIN concentrations increased in time from
May - August, while DON was mostly stable. Increases in DIN during summer
are most likely attributed to mineralization of ON in the canopy and would be
more pronounced in throughfall that had higher loads of particulate ON. Biotic
activity and metabolism increase the concentrations of DON and its larger
constituents from precipitation to the soil horizons. Direct utilization of LMW
DON (amino acids) for enzymatic production and leaf cell metabolism generates
additional DON in more complex forms. Typically the more labile amino acid is
consumed while other more complex N is produced, and because it is more
recalcitrant, can be leached from the leaf surface to the soil environment below
(Neffetal.2003).

Stream
Seasonally, DON has been shown to peak in late summer and into the fall
coinciding with increased productivity while nitrate is typically higher in the winter
(Hagedorn, 2001). However, another report by Ahlgren and others (1994)
observed that DON can actually increase during dormant months, which they
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inferred to mean that DIN was actually being transformed to DON by algal and
bacterial uptake and assimilation. Concentrations of amino acids as well as
other solutes in streams show some seasonality regulating concentrations
(Appendix B). This seasonality is likely contingent upon productivity within the
water column and even within adjacent terrestrial systems. A report by
Rosenstock and Simon (2001) found that DFAA concentrations in a lake declined
in late spring to summer but quickly increased in the fall and winter months.
They attributed the decline of DFAA to rapid utilization and immobilization by
zooplankton and phytoplankton during the spring and summer months. The
subsequent increase in DFAA could be associated with the decline in productivity
and biodegradation of this biomass. Although the study was performed on a lake
in Germany the mechanisms could likely be applied to stream DFAA variability
for this study. .
DON also has been shown to demonstrate seasonality in terms of
concentration. Kaushal and Lewis (2003) observed seasonal differences in
relation to the hydrograph; DON concentrations peaked sharply in the spring and
DON concentrations and those of its other fractions were positively correlated
with discharge, which suggests a hydrologic influence concerning mobilization.
At the same time, they reported that DON represented nearly 90% of TDN during
the summer months.

This is in contrast to DFAA seasonality however,

Rosenstock and Simon (2001) also reported that ON during the summer months
was typically larger proteins that were the more influential and available
substrates. This would suggest that the large DON contribution to TDN is based
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almost entirely on the larger organics, leached from terrestrial sources, which are
slowly degraded over the summer months and could contribute to the larger
DFAA concentrations in the autumn months.
It is also important to consider the temporal aspect of biological activity
and abiotic factors such as stream flow in relation to DFAA concentrations. In
terms of seasonality the data showed instances of DFAA concentrations peaking
at different points during the sampling year though peaks typically represented
one sampling event. During the summer and fall many of the stream sites
demonstrated a spike in amino acid concentrations, which could correspond with
decreased discharge as well as bacterial degradation of phytoplankton and
productivity biomass (Appendix B b). Variation Figures in amino acids and DON
with runoff showed no clear overall trends among sites and low flow periods were
not particularly associated with high amino acid concentrations. In published
reports Duan and Bianchi (2007) found that typically, DFAA concentrations were
lower than DCAA concentrations and that this trend showed minimal seasonal
variability. At the same time, the DCAA and other larger dissolved organics were
more prevalent and showed higher concentrations during high-flow periods
suggesting the importance of terrestrial sources, which would be supported by
the SUVA254 analysis showing the higher percentage of complex aromatic
compounds found in stream water.
During low-flow periods it is possible that bacterial degradation and
phytoplankton biomass could increase the concentrations and percent of DFAA
and LMW organics. Duan and Bianchi (2007) determined that during low-flow
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periods, amino acids and other LMW nitrogen species were derived more from in
situ sources than from the terrestrial landscape. They also suggest the
importance of sorptive fractionation of amino acids in the presence of suspended
solids, which they based upon the evidence of enrichment of acidic and
hydrophilic amino acids in the water column while those that were more basic
and non-protein were found depleted and likely sorbed to suspended minerals.
However, additional yearly field sampling would be required to adequately
describe the seasonal and flow index relationship with amino acids.

Discriminant analysis and fingerprinting
Certain amino acids were able to be used in a discriminant model to help
describe associated differences between water types. I hypothesized that there
would be significant differences among water types along a hydrologic flowpath.
Five amino acids that showed the highest variance between groups easily
discriminated between throughfall and precipitation samples but could not
effectively determine a difference between the two stream water types.
Interestingly, stream water types were more often grouped with
precipitation in terms of discriminating between water types. It could be
presumed that stream water would more likely reflect a terrestrial influence but
the DA could not find any clear relationship with stream and throughfall samples.
It is possible that the soil environment transforms and even limits the nutrients
coming from the canopy such that the ground water entering the streams more
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closely resembles the chemistry already present. This would agree with previous
statements about the soil environment limiting amino acid leaching.
Of the five amino acids identified as discriminating factors, two (aspartic
acid and alanine) are strongly associated with microbial sources and were
particularly influential in separating throughfall from the other water types.
Aspartic acid and alanine, are common microbial components (Yu et al. 2002),
which may explain not only their higher concentrations but also explain the
difference between sources or water types as throughfall has a strong biological
influence on solute concentrations.
There are fewer studies that quantify individual amino acids compared to
DIN and DON and therefore it was more difficult to make comparisons between
my results and the literature. I found that atmospheric studies typically
determined the most abundant free amino acids to be glycine, threonine, serine,
alanine, aspartic acid, and histidine (Zhang and Anastasio, 2003; Matsumoto,
2004), and that they were mostly from marine environments. Although I found
leucine at the highest concentration among individual amino acids, the literature
did not show similar results. Leucine was one of the higher concentrations of
amino acids in soil studies (Yu et al. 2002) and in streams (Duan and Bianchi,
2007). I was unable to determine any reports of leucine for throughfall.
However, despite finding less comparable information regarding quantification of
amino acids between water types, the DA analysis identifies the amino acids that
best describe the difference in composition and relative concentration between
the different samples. It is also important to note that three of the five
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discriminating amino acids (aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and alanine) are
components of bacterial peptidoglycans, which may suggest that a biological
influence could be a significant factor distinguishing between water types.

SUVA and Aromaticitv
Analysis of SUVA revealed that stream water samples had higher
amounts of aromatic carbon than other water types. Aromaticity increased
dramatically from precipitation to stream water, nearly doubling in concentration.
SUVA is commonly used to describe the quantity of aromatic carbon within water
samples, which is associated with the quality of the organic carbon in the water
sample. However, the analysis may also be effective in describing the species of
organic nitrogen in the water to calculated DON values. Higher absorbance
values reflect more complex and aromatic carbon compounds however, at the
same time there is nitrogen within the DOC that is bound to the more recalcitrant
and complex molecules that result in higher aromaticity values.
I looked at the relationship of DON to aromaticity values in the different
water types as a means to determine which water types might be more
influenced by complex organics. Mean aromaticity values increased from
precipitation to throughfall and the highest values were in stream water (Figure
16a). However regression analysis demonstrated that only significant inverse
relationships existed between DON and aromaticity; the same was true for amino
acids. Precipitation, deciduous throughfall, and undeveloped stream samples
showed no significant relationships between DON and aromaticity. Despite not
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showing distinctive relationships between DON and aromaticity it might be
possible to interpret that result as meaning precipitation, deciduous throughfall,
and undeveloped stream DON and amino acids, contributed more aromatic C
than those water types showing significant inverse relationships. It would be
expected that DON becomes increasingly complex moving along a hydrologic
flowpath and therefore might demonstrate a more positive relationship with
aromaticity values however, I was unable to show this in regression analysis. I
expected that stream samples, particularly from undeveloped sub-basins, would
demonstrate positive relationships, based on the mean aromaticity values for
stream water and also considering the larger and more complex DON forms
leaching from terrestrial systems. For example, DON can be upwards of 70% of
N exported from terrestrial systems and is the most prevalent form of nitrogen
leached from temperate and deciduous forests (Yu et al. 2002). However,
although most N in DON exported to surface waters is in the amino form, much
of it exists in recalcitrant chelated forms, such as humic acids, which stem from
decomposition and are mostly unavailable to direct uptake (Weintraub, 2005)
Over time the complex organics can be degraded biologically but in the
short term the microbial community is likely utilizing the available DIN to produce
biomass and enzymes for acquiring carbon from the complex organics, which
make up most of the DON and DOC from terrestrial systems. Therefore more
DON being leached to and exported by streams should be in larger more
complex forms. This would support my findings of how little amino acids actually
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contribute to DON in stream water but does not agree with my results concerning
the relationship between DON and the amount of aromatic carbon.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
Water chemistry changes as precipitation from the atmosphere makes its
way along a hydrologic flowpath to surface waters. Dissolved inorganic nitrogen,
DON and DOC concentrations increased from the atmosphere to throughfall.
Stream DON and DOC were much lower than values found in throughfall and
reflect a terrestrial influence on inputs of N and C. The changes that occur can
be explained by abiotic and biotic factors although the role of the microbial
community may have a larger impact.
Biological activity and soil sorption processes influence amino acid
concentrations along a flowpath from the atmosphere to surface water. The
quantity of amino acids, with the exception of leucine, increased in water
samples from precipitation to throughfall. Stream amino acid concentrations
were commonly higher than precipitation, which further suggests the importance
of allocthonous N and C inputs from the terrestrial landscape and also indicates a
strong biological influence. Some of the higher concentrations of amino acids in
stream water are components of peptidoglycans and demonstrate the role of
microbial activity in situ and likely from the soil environment.
Significant correlations between DIN and amino acid N concentrations
were apparent in all water types, especially within precipitation and throughfall.
Very few stream sites were correlated with DIN with respect to amino acid
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concentrations; though the five stream sites that did correlate with ammonium
suggest that amino acids may mediate ammonification or the presence of
ammonium is immobilized as biomass which is later degraded to LMW nitrogen
compounds such as amino acids. The DIN and amino acid relationship is most
likely a reflection of a strong biological influence within throughfall and in stream
water.
The free amino acid N contribution to DON was different between water
types and was likely also mediated biologically. The percent contribution of
amino acids increased from precipitation to stream water, with stream water
showing the highest contribution of amino acid N to DON. Despite having the
lowest concentrations and smallest amino acid contribution, precipitation had the
highest contribution of amino acids to DOC, nearly ten times higher than the
other water types. Despite being in higher concentrations in throughfall and in
streams, amino acids contributed very little to DON and DOC. There were slight
differences in correlation relationships between developed and undeveloped
stream sites although neither was truly different from the other, although
undeveloped sites had stronger correlations between amino acids and other
solutes.
The minimal contribution of amino acid N to DON is likely the result of
biotic activity within the canopy as well as within the soil environment and stream
water. Rapid adsorption followed by slow biodegradation within the soil
environment regulates the inputs of DON and DOC to stream water thereby
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influencing water chemistry. Acidic labile amino acids and other HMW
hydrophilic organic species are better able to leach into streams.
Five amino acids were determined to vary significantly between water
types. Concentrations of aspartic acid in throughfall samples were largely
different compared to the other water types. The DA model was effective at
using leucine to discriminate precipitation as well as show that there was no
significant difference in amino acid concentrations between samples from
developed and undeveloped stream sub-basins. It also appeared that
precipitation and stream samples were more similar with respect to amino acid
concentrations with the exception of leucine.
A larger proportion of DON in streams was more aromatic, which also is
likely influenced by inputs from the terrestrial landscape. Most of the amino
acids that do leach from the terrestrial landscape are complexed or in combined
forms and therefore less labile allocthonous DFAA is added to streams, which
helps to explain the very low contribution of DFAA to DON; this was observed
through SUVA254 analysis. Overall, DFAA contribute very little to DON in all
water types, although the fractional contribution of DFAA appears to increase
along a flowpath.
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APPENDIX A

Table lists amino acids in order of decreasing concentration for each site within the study.
site
amino acids listed in order of decreasing concentration
pptl
Thomp
thrufall
conifer
thrufall
decidu

ASP -SER -GLY -ARG -LEU -HIS- LYS- GLU -THR -ALA -VAL -TYR -PHE -ISO -MET

L10

GLY -SER -ARG -ASP -HIS- LYS- THR -LEU -ALA -VAL- PHE -ISO- GLU- TYR MET

Pawt

SER -ASP -ARG -GLY -LEU -HIS- PHE -THR -VAL -ALA -LYS -ISO- TYR- GLU- MET

L8

SER -GLY -ARG -ASP -HIS- LEU- LYS- ALA- VAL- THR- PHE -GLU -ISO- TYR- MET

Nbranch

ASP--ARG -GLY -SER -LYS -LEU -ALA -THR -HIS - VAL- PHE -GLU -ISO- TYR- MET

L6

SER -ASP -GLY -ARG -LYS -LEU -HIS- THR -ALA VAL- PHE -ISO- GLU- TYR- MET

L5a

ASP GLY SER ARG -LEU -LYS -HIS- ALA- VAL- PHE- THR ISO- TYR- GLU- MET

L5

ASP- GLY- ARG -SER -LYS -LEU -ALA -HIS- THR -VAL- PHE- ISO- TYR- GLU- MET

Rum Brook

GLY- SER -ASP- ARG LEU -HIS- THR -LYS -VAL ALA- PHE- GLU -ISO- TYR- MET

L4

ASP- GLY- SER- ARG- LEU -LYS -HIS- ALA- VAL- THR- PHE- GLU -ISO- TYR- MET

L3

GLY- SER -ARG -ASP -HIS- LYS- ALA- LEU- THR -VAL- PHE- GLU -ISO- TYR- MET

LittleRiver

ASP GLY- SER- ARG LYS HIS- LEU- ALA- VAL- THR- PHE- GLU -TYR -ISO- MET

LeeHook

SER -GLY -ARG -ASP -HIS- LYS- THR -LEU -VAL ALA- PHE- ISO- GLU- TYR- MET

Lamprey

GLY- SER -ASP- ARG- LEU -HIS- LYS- ALA- THR -PHE -GLU -VAL -TYR -ISO- MET

L1

SER -GLY ARG -ASP LYS HIS- LEU- THR GLU -ALA -VAL- PHE -TYR -ISO- MET

Newmarket

ASP- SER GLY- LEU- ARG -LYS -HIS- PHE -ALA- THR -VAL- GLU -TYR -ISO- MET

LEU- SER -GLY- ARG -ASP -HIS- LYS- ALA- GLU -MET -THR -VAL -ISO -TYR -PHE

LEU- ASP- SER- ARG GLY -GLU -LYS -THR -HIS -VAL -ALA -TYR -PHE -ME1 -ISO

Abbreviations: aspartic acid =ASP, glutamic acid =GLU, serine =SER, histidine =HIS, glycine
=GLY, threonine =THR, arginine =ARG, alanine =ALA, tyrosine =TYR, methionine =MET, valine
=VAL, phenylalanine =PHE, isoleucine =ISO, leucine =LEU, lysine =LYS
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DOC (ug C/L)
NH4 (ug N/L)
N03 (ug N/L)
DON (ug N/L)
Amino acids ug N/L

01/01/2007

05/01/2007

01/01/2007

05/01/2007

Collection date

Collection date
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Appendix B: Temporal trends of nitrogen water chemistry including the total combined amino
acid N (|jg/L) per sample for precipitation and throughfall sites and trends for Lamprey River sites
that best show correlations trends.
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Overlay line graphs of DON (mg N/L) and Amino acids (|jg N/L) at various Lamprey River sites
compared to hydrologic index of the Lamprey River (USGS).
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Appendix C: Overlay line graphs of DON (mg N/L) and Amino acids (Lig N/L) at various Lamprey
River sites compared to hydrologic index of the Lamprey River (USGS).
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Appendix D. SUVA254 analysis for aromaticity by water type for sampling period 7/18 to 9/12
2007. Mean values reflect a sample period that coincides with the collection of wet precipitation
and stream dates. Error bars are ± 1 SE.
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Appendix E: Regression correlations between the SUVA254 absorbance and the DON
concentration for each sample for all sites that were significant. Significance was 0.05.
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Appendix F: Figures show the throughfall relationships between solutes (ug N/L) and duration
(days) between rain events.
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